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FTI Customizes E-Discovery Process to
Save Entertainment Service $600K
SITUATION: 1.7 M DOCUMENTS QUICKLY REDUCED TO
25,000 DESPITE UNFAVORABLE SEARCH TERMS.
A dispute over licensing fees forced a digital entertainment
service into litigation, unfortunately for the second time in
as many years. The entertainment provider did not want to
relive the ordeal it went through during the first document
discovery process, when it employed a time-consuming and
largely manual review of the company’s documentation.
This resulted in a surfeit of largely irrelevant data and a cost
that surged well past initial projections.
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opposing litigants refused to renegotiate
the previously agreed-upon keywords that
could be used in document searches for
case-relevant material. Unfortunately, the
keywords FTI needed to use were generic
and ubiquitous—making it unusually
difficult to eliminate the irrelevant
documents. Adding to the pressure was
a narrow three-week time window to
finish the job, as well as a demand by
the opposition to receive no more than
30,000 responsive documents.
In order to avoid giving the plaintiff in the
case cause to challenge the validity of the
disclosed documents, it was crucial for FTI to
develop a strategy and customized workflow
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However, an initial sampling of
documents resulted in an overabundance of responsive documents.
Ultimately, it was determined that
predictive coding alone would have
necessitated a thorough review of
360,000 documents—far too many for
the client’s needs.
In response, FTI developed a specialized
workflow for its client by using Ringtail’s
Mines and Cubes data mining tools to
organize the documents into various
themed subsets. These themes were
then cross-referenced with the coding
from FTI’s predictive model testing,
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quickly discarded. The remaining themed groups were then
subjected to a new, more effective round of predictive coding.

RESULT
Leveraging the functionality of Mines and Cubes, FTI initially
eliminated almost 985,000 of the 1.7 million possible
documents from consideration. A total of 20,000 docs were
identified as high priority and immediately reviewed, ultimately
yielding a precision (or relevance) rate of 72.8%. The remainder
underwent a second round of predictive coding, which resulted
in the removal of an additional 600,000 documents.
Rather than reviewing 360,000 docs, as would have been
necessary had just predictive coding been applied,the
entertainment provider now only needed to scrutinize 59,000
docs, of which 25,000 were ultimately sent to opposing counsel.
Attorneys for the opposition issued no discovery challenges.

IMPACT:
EFFICIENCIES RESULTED IN
A COST SAVINGS OF $2.5
MILLION. NEARLY A MILLION
IRRELEVANT DOCS WERE
PROMPTLY ELIMINATED
The efficiencies generated by FTI’s services represented a
savings of $2.5 million over a traditional linear review of the
same documentation. Moreover, the revised, optimized workflow
process created specifically for this case generated a savings
of $600,000, compared to a scenario where only the predictive
coding tool was used.
This initiative was so successful that the digital entertainment
service contracted FTI for additional legal matters. The company
has already saved $123,000 in up-front costs by reusing the same
repository of information from the previous litigation.
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About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting, Inc. is a global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations protect and enhance enterprise value in an increasingly complex legal, regulatory and economic
environment. FTI Consulting professionals, who are located in all major business centres throughout the world, work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex
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